
Agro Toba Nauli 
We have been inspired by the peoples and the natural beauty of Tapanuli 

and Toba Lake –Indonesia, an enterprise dedicated to support and 
encourage the sustainable rural industries. 

Toba Lake –Indonesia 

Toba Lake –Indonesia 

http://www.agrotoba.wordpress.com 



Products and Services 

• Agro Toba Nauli offers you World 
Class quality of natural products 
from Tapanuli and Toba, North 
Sumatera-Indonesia. 
 

• The products we sell have particular 
characteristic which can not be 
obtained by similar products from 
other regions, and we guarantee 
the originality of the products we 
sell. 
 

• The products we sell are 
traditionally agricultural products 
that minimize the use of pesticides. 
 

• Our products are : 

1. Patchouli 

3. Frankincense 

2. Simalungun Coffee 

4. Andaliman 

5. Tamarillo 

6. Gaharu-Agarwood 



Main Office : Jakarta-Indonesia 
Jl.Pertanian Lebak Bulus Raya, 
Cilandak, 12440 

Branch Office and Plant 
Area : Porsea and Asahan, 
North Sumatera Province 

We can supply to many countries and around the world 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
Q : What products are we sell? 
Ans : We sell genuine products from Tapanuli land, 
and area surrounding Toba-Lake North Sumatra 
without any intermediaries. The products we sell can 
be seen in the “Products” on this website. In addition 
we also have a social mission that involved 
local communities. 
 
Q: What are the advantages of each product? 
Ans: Some of the advantages of our products are: 
1. The products we sell are traditionally agricultural 
products that minimize the use of pesticides. 
2. The products we sell are valuable with superior and 
excellent quality, because it has been recognized by the 
world wide. 
3. The products we sell have particular characteristic 
which can not be obtained by similar products from 
other regions, and we guarantee the originality of the 
products we sell. 
4. The products we sell are intended for goodness. 
5.The products we sell have a lot of usefulness and 

efficacy. 

Q : Why buy in Agrotoba? 
Ans : Agrotoba was established to introduce superior 
products that have been there since a very long time ago, 
(Tapanuli land and area surrounding Toba-Lake North 
Sumatra). Agrotoba ensures that the products have high-
value benefits for customers. In addition, Agrotoba trying to 
bridge the needs of customers and farmers that have existed 
since the first. Some of the obstacles that had been there, 
has been minimized after Agrotoba’s presence. Another 
mission of the establishment Agrotoba is trying to be 
appointed is, to move the local economy and make farmers 
and other local parties could enjoy a better welfare. Most of 
the advantages of venture Agrotoba will be used for social 
activities such as providing agricultural extension and 
agricultural technology as well as building some facilities like 
toilets viable development, places of worship, schools, and 
roads. 
 
Q: How to ensure that the product is really good? 
A: To ensure the quality of our products, it can be seen from 
the quality standards indicated on the product packaging 
and also can directly come to our office. The products we 
sell, has met the government standards. 

Q: Is there a discount for purchasing of a certain 
amount? 
Ans : We sell products at a very competitive price, and to 
purchase a certain amount, we give a discount of up to 20% -
25%, and in certain moments we also provide discounts up 
to 60%. 
. 

Q: What is the mechanism of purchasing Agrotoba 
product? 
Ans : Agrotoba provides services 24 hours a day and 7 days 
a week (24/7) to each customer. You can discuss it in details 
with our representatives, by online, phone, or even can come 
to our office 

Call us at this number: +62-812-8781-4273 Email:pt.agrotobanauli@gmail.com Facebook: agrotobanauli  
Twitter:@agrotobanauli Tumblr:www.tumblr.com/ptagrotobanauli  

Head Office: Jakarta-Selatan, Indonesia Branch Office: Porsea-Asahan, North Sumatera 


